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SM&G finds the needed 
ease and flexibility with 
Employee Navigator

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Sutter, McLellan & Gilbreath (SM&G) began using Employee Navigator 
when one of their customers jumped from 18 employees to 500 over five 
years and needed help managing their growth. The customer needed an 
affordable, scalable, and customizable benefits and HR product and turned 
to their broker for assistance.  SM&G wanted to provide them with the 
same quality technology that had typically been reserved for large national 
agencies and set out to find the right solution.

Drew and SM&G were initially attracted to Employee Navigator because of 
the flat license fee. They wanted a system that could grow with their agency 
and loved the ability to add unlimited groups with no extra fees.
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Today, Drew Gilbreath, Vice President of Operations at SM&G, says 100% of 
his new business over ten lives is on Employee Navigator. The streamlining 
effects of Employee Navigator have allowed SM&G to implement more cases 
without expanding their staff. Employee Navigator’s software has been well 
received by all their customers, specifically by their smaller customers who 
don’t have a dedicated HR resource, but can leverage automation to make 
running their business easier.
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It streamlines the process to where 
we’re able to handle more volume with 
the same amount of staff.”“
DREW GILBREATH, VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS 

“How can you possibly compete without it?” says 
Drew Gilbreath, VP of Operations at Sutter, McLellan & 
Gilbreath. Ten years ago, Drew wasn’t a benefits person 
and had disappointing experiences with benefits and 

HR technology, always feeling like both their workload 
and costs increased more than they could justify. The 
more benefits options employees were offered during 
open enrollment inevitably meant dealing with more 
paperwork that both Sutter, McLellan & Gilbreath and 
their customers had to absorb. Drew began looking at 
technology as a hassle as opposed to a competitive 
advantage but was encouraged when he came across 
Employee Navigator in 2014. 

Drew began using Employee Navigator to manage 
a particular group that was experiencing rapid growth. 
Trying to find the right solution seemed daunting and 
the high per employee per month (PEPM) fees of most 
traditional benefits and HR products worried the team 
at Sutter, McLellan & Gilbreath.  Drew would have to 
absorb a new cost to compete with the bigger brokers. 
“You’re not making any money at that point,” Drew 
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argued, “We were looking for something affordable that 
we could customize.” Eventually, they found Employee 
Navigator and loved the ability to add unlimited cases 
with no extra fee. As they began rolling it out to their 
customers it worked so well, he says 100% of his 
new business over ten lives is put on the software. “It 
streamlines the process to where we’re able to handle 
more volume with the same amount of staff.”

Employee Navigator makes enrollment so easy 
Drew says he doesn’t need to charge customers to 
use it. Instead of pitching a benefits platform, Drew 
positions the product as a true end-to-end business 
solution. Most of their customers are too small to have 
a dedicated HR department, but big enough that they 
need automated assistance—assistance that Employee 
Navigator provides. The tools, like PTO and employee 
tasks, are helpful enough that Sutter, McLellan & 
Gilbreath uses them internally for their own employees.

Interested in learning more?
Four years ago, Drew began using Employee Navigator for a single customer.  Today, he uses it will all of his 
groups over ten lives.  Connect with us today to see if Employee Navigator is a fit for your agency.
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https://www.employeenavigator.com/Demo?source=27f057a1-8d1a-4784-bef4-14571502720a

